Dear SuperMAG Friend

Latest news from the SuperMAG service:
   1) SuperMAG reaches a milestone – 500 registered users.
   2) New SuperMAG website.
   3) Updated mag data holdings.
   4) Updated solar wind data holdings.
   5) Recent published papers.
   6) Feedback.

As always, comments and suggestions are most welcome.

Best wishes on behalf of the entire SuperMAG team,
Jesper W Gjerloev and Shin Ohtani

--------------
1) SuperMAG reaches a milestone – 500 registered users.

SuperMAG reached this milestone in October 2013. Other notable usage numbers:
   - ~1600 unique visitors per month;
   - ~1500 data products are downloaded per month;
   - >35,000 data products has been downloaded in total;
   - The average user spends ~12 min visiting ~14 pages.

--------------
2) New SuperMAG website.

The release of the new SuperMAG website marks the end of an extensive redesign
process that has lasted more than a year. The purpose was to make the site easier to use
for the non-expert, faster and more robust as well as esthetically pleasing. This includes
easier downloads, faster plot and movie generation and easier navigation. The new site
was made possible by Brage Foerland (SuperMAG lead programmer), Robin Barnes
(head of software development), Tove Dehn (design), and Mathew Potter (support).
Also, thanks to all the members of the beta testing team. The funding for this work was
generously provided by NSF and ESA.
   All feedback is most welcome.

--------------
3) Updated mag data holdings.

A large update of the data holdings has been released.
   1) This includes data from recent years 2010-2013;
   2) Expansion of the data holdings earlier years;
   3) Data correction. Extensive and time-consuming error correction;
   4) Baseline update as described in the SuperMAG data technique paper.
This was made possible by the herculean effort of Matthew Friel and Polly Martin. All data products (indices, polar plots, substorm list, daily movies) have been reproduced.

----------------------
4) Updated solar wind data holdings.

With the help of Dr. James Weygand we have updated the ACE data holdings. We are grateful to Dr. Weygand and the ACE/MFI and ACE/SWEPAM teams.

----------------------
5) Recent published/accepted papers.


----------------------
6) Feedback.

Thanks for the recent feedback. We always appreciate if you let us know of SuperMAG related papers. We will include your reference on the website and broadcast it to the community.